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Introduction

1.1

Purpose of the document

This document summarizes the work conducted in task T6.2 of work package WP6 of the SmILES project.
It formalizes the notion of data management objects that are needed for the implementation of the
data management and user interface layer of the Shared Data and Information Platform (SDIP) as part of
the SmILES web portal.
The Shared Data and Information Platform (SDIP) implemented in WP6 serves as a common entry point
for accessing all project results and the data collected within the project. Besides a public presentation
of the project and its goals, a news blog and a download area for project documents (e.g. Deliverables,
Short Flyers presenting main projects results, presentations and data files), the SmILES web portal
integrates SDIP as an information area for exploring the SmILES methodology and all project results
from the national sample projects. SDIP will contain a description of the SmILES methodology (PreCISE
approach) and the associated methodological workflow for performing large scale energy system
modelling and analysis projects. This methodology part explains main work steps of such projects, and
how to document them. It also provides word and PDF templates for documenting results and providing
examples of such documentation compiled from the national sample projects as structured and
searchable web pages.
For managing results from the national example projects, SDIP integrates a modular data and
information storage infrastructure which is used to store all project results either as binary assets with
associated metadata, as semi-structured web-content or as time series data (e.g. for data files
containing time series data). In Task T6.2 information models for all these information elements were
defined. Naturally, these objects are based on information items which are relevant for describing main
results of the SmILES project, e.g. which have been worked out in tasks of other SmILES work packages
and which are therefore documented in other related deliverables. This document formalizes the notion
of these information elements further and augments their description with metadata necessary for
processing the information objects within SDIP.
This deliverable (D6.2) will summarize the work done in T6.2 and will describe the basic data items in
UML notation. It will link the descriptions to related deliverables and tasks from other work packages. It
will also give an overview about how the data items will be used in SDIP within the user interface layer.

1.2

Scope of the document

The work description of Task T6.2 of the SmILES project defines the following subtasks:


Cooperation with WP 2 to define a common structure for scenario descriptions and formalizing
these descriptions for usage within the information platform.



Cooperation with WP 3 to define common data formats for the exchange and presentation of
time series data, such as measurement data, weather information or demand profiles based on
well-known and accepted standards.



Mapping to internal data storage models and access APIs for managing and accessing the data
based on these formats



Formalization of the description of evaluation criteria defined in WP 4 for usage in the data and
information platform (i.e. for metadata description of model evaluations).



Definition of a metadata format for describing stored “simulation models” and “simulation
results” together with WP 5.



Definition of metadata formats for describing final assessments of system configurations and
best practice guidance documents
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This deliverable contains formal data models for all the output of the above tasks. But it doesn’t contain
information about the corresponding results achieved in other work packages because those are already
described in other deliverables.

1.3

Structure of the document

In Chapter 2 informational aspects of the SmILES workflow are described and the overall information
structure for storing and handling the workflow presentation within SDIP are presented.
Chapter 3 covers the informational structures of SDIP which are used to store the results of concrete
sample projects according to the input and outputs of the workflow tasks.
The document concludes with a summary and outlook in Chapter 4.
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2

Methodological Workflow and related information objects

The Methodological Workflow part of SDIP contains information pages explaining the overall workflow
for applying SmILES methodology. The workflow is organized in 3 phases as depicted in the following
diagram.

Figure 2-1:

SDIP workflow phases: (1) Specification and Preparation Phase, (2) Implementation Phase,
(3) Experimentation and Analysis Phase

Phase 1 is called “Specification and Preparation Phase” and contains all tasks of a complex system
modelling and analysis project which have to be logically done before concrete model implementations
can be done or before concrete simulation runs according to concrete test case setups can be
performed. Typically, this involves writing specification documents which define the requirements and
contracts concrete implementation objects (e.g. models, test data) have to fulfil so that they show a
predefined, e.g. specified, behavior when simulations get actually executed.
Phase 2 is called “Implementation Phase” and contains tasks where e.g. component and system models
will be implemented according to the given specifications or data files containing input data or
configuration parameters are compiled into dedicated formats so that they can be read by a concrete
simulation setup when executing models in the “Experimentation and Analysis Phase”.
The “Experimentation and Analysis Phase” (Phase 3) groups all tasks which have to do with actually
performing system simulations by concretely executing system models with corresponding test data
according to a test case specification, perform optimizations and analyzing the results.
While the phases logically separate e.g. specification tasks from implementation tasks, the workflow
concept doesn’t prohibit performing tasks in a different order: e.g. only performing some specification
tasks before an implementation task and iteratively switch between Phase 1 and Phase 2 tasks. The only
requirement is that tasks which produce an input for a certain task have to be finished before a task
depending on these inputs can be performed completely.
Let’s have a look at the sub-workflows describing the different phases in more detail in the following
subchapters.

2.1

Specification and Preparation Phase

The “Specification and Preparation Phase” groups – as already mentioned – pre-steps of implementation
steps into a set of tasks which have dependencies on each other and provide certain outputs for the
implementation phase. The following graphics shows tasks of this phase and their inputs and outputs.
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Figure 2-2:

Sub-workflow of the “Specification and Preparation Phase”

As can be seen in Figure 2-2, the sub-workflow of the “Specification and Preparation Phase” defines
several tasks (blue rectangular boxes) which produce specification documents and data files needed for
later implementation or experimentation steps.
Starting point of the whole workflow is the task “Define System Configuration” which leads to a “System
Configuration” specification as output, which is a semi-structured specification document, which
content and structure is described in detail by deliverable D2.3 (“Reference description form for System
Configurations”). As stated in this document, a “System Configuration” is a detailed description of the
technical and natural environment for setting up an energy system solution, and is therefore also an
important input for setting up an energy system sticking to that environment. The system configuration
specification contains a description of the technical components available for setting up an solution (e.g.
energy networks, technical plants, e.g. generators, storage equipment, buildings as loads) and describes
properties of the natural, sub-urban or urban area which not only describes the geographical boundary
of the modelled system but also the influence factors of this environment on the system model (e.g.
climate influence, social influences). For a further analysis of the structure of a system configuration see
also the next chapter, where the information model for storing system configurations within SDIP is
described.
A “System Configuration” defines the playground for analyzing “Use Cases” which define scientific
engineering questions to be solved by system modelling within a given system configuration. The task
“Define Use Case” takes as input a given system configuration and delivers as output a semi-structured
“Use Case Specification” as described in detail in Deliverable D3.1 (“Description of use cases”). As is the
case with system configuration there is also a “Use Case Template” available which can be used to
create a “Use Case Specification” in form of a semi-structured Word document. Clearly, a “Use Case
Specification” as output of a “Define Use Case” task has a dependency on the corresponding “System
Configuration”.
To answer the scientific and engineering questions, a use case defines one or more system models (in
SmiLES methodology called test system models) need to be implemented, that are used as executable
models for simulation and optimization tasks in the “Experimentation and Analysis Phase”. Typically
these test system models are assembled from concrete component models (e.g. model implementations
of a concrete component of the system, e.g. a heat-pump, a battery system) which are controlled in the
test system model by controllers implementing dedicated “control functions” which are related to the
use case. Additionally, running a “test system model” to perform a certain analysis requires that the test
system model is executed with appropriate test data defined by a test case specification. Therefore, the
compiling of the “Use Case Description” is logically followed by several specification tasks, which define
test cases (“Define Test Case” with a “Test Case” as output), “Component Model Specifications” (“Define
Component Model”), control functions (“Define Control Function” with a “Control Function Specification”
as output) and provide a specification for the implementation of a test system model (Task “Define Test
System Model” with output “Test System Model Specification”). All these tasks take a “Use Case
Specification” defining scientific and engineering questions to be answered as input.
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Before a “Test Case” can be executed by using an implemented “Test System Model”, appropriate data
has to be compiled which could be used as input data for concrete test simulation runs. The task
“Gather and Prepare Data” takes a “Test Case” as input and should produce appropriate e.g. data files
or other data sources as output which could be used as input for the simulation runs in the future.

2.2

Implementation Phase

The “Implementation Phase” groups task which deal with the implementation of component and system
models according to the specifications worked out in tasks of the “Specification and Preparation Phase”.
These tasks and their main inputs and outputs are depicted in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3:

Sub-workflow of the “Implementation Phase”

There are two main implementation tasks: i.e. the implementation of component models (“Component
Model Implementation” and the implementation of system models (i.e. “Test System Model
Implementation”) for performing simulations or run optimization tasks. Dependent on how the
implementation is done, both tasks can be associated with dedicated sub-workflows as discussed
further below. The main input for the “Component Model Implementation” is the corresponding
“Component Model Specification”, which defines the interfaces and foreseen functionality of the
component model implementation. The “Test System Model Implementation” takes a “Test System
Model Specification” as input and uses (existing) component model implementations as building block if
suitable implementations are available which can be used in the modeling environment which is used
for the test system model implementation.

2.2.1

Component Model Implementation

The implementation of a component model is typically an iterative process which could be described by
the sub-workflow shown in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4:

Sub-workflow for “Component Model Implementation” and harmonization

This sub-workflow shows that a “Component Model Specification” could be implemented using different
implementation languages and modelling environments (e.g. Python, Matlab, Modelica, AnyLogic). Thus,
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over the years it is likely that there are several implementations of a “Component Model Specification”
available in an organization which are implementations of a model of the same technical equipment or
plant. Therefore, implementations for different modelling environments of one component described by
the same “Component Model Specification” should be comparable in their behavior when integrated
into different test system model implementations. This can be verified by setting up a minimal test
environment for each component model implementation for testing the behavior of the component
using pre-defined test data and measuring key performance indicators which allow the behavior of the
component implementation to be compared to either a reference model or other implementations of
the component (benchmarking), see the Comparison task in Figure 2-4. If there are non-acceptable
differences in the behavior of the component implementations, those should be modified until their
behavior fit well to either a reference model (e.g. a measured behavior of the real technical equipment),
or the behavior of all component model implementations is similar.
The “Comparison” task can be seen as the creation of one or more minimized test system model
implementations focusing only on the benchmarking of certain behaviors or a single behavior of a
component model implementation. Often it compares the behavior with the measured behavior of the
real technical equipment under the same condition, i.e. the input test data reflect input conditions
applied to the technical equipment or plant, and the reaction of the technical equipment was then
measured to have some reference data for the behavior. When applying the same input data on the
component model implementation, the generated model output could then be compared against the
measured reference data.

2.2.2

Test System Model Implementation

Analogue to the implementation of a component model, also the test system model implementation will
be in iterative process, where different implementations of the same system setup should be
harmonized and aligned to some reference model, which behaviour is similar to that of the real
technical equipment and e.g. maybe derived by aligning it to measurement data coming from operating
the technical equipment in a real production or test environment.
Figure 2-5 shows the sub-workflow defined for “Test System Model Implementation”.

Figure 2-5: Sub-workflow for the implementation of a “Test System Model”

The main inputs for implementing a “Test System Model” within a task “Implementation of Test System
Model” is the “Test System Model Specification” and a set of component model implementations which
can be used for the implementation of the system model in the foreseen modelling environment for the
system implementation. Beside defining the list of component model specifications, that should be
fulfilled by the implemented components within the system model, the “Test System Model
Specification” also defines other parts of the model, such as “control functions” which should be
implemented within the test system model implementation, or configuration parameters, types of input
data or output data, which would be the result of a concrete simulation.
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The concrete implementation of a test system model can be achieved in several ways. Using a
“monolithic approach”, the whole implementation is done as one big model implementation in a single
modelling and simulation environment (e.g. Matlab, Modelica tool or AnyLogic).

Figure 2-6:

Slightly modified workflow showing the monolithic approach for system model implementation

Figure 2-6 shows a slightly modified version of the implementation workflow which visualizes the
“monolithic approach”. The result of the task “Monolithic System Model Implementation” is a single
Matlab program, which contains all component implementations and further elements, such as
controller implementations and code for reading and writing input and output files, etc. Thus, such an
implementation of a system model could be described by an information object of type (Monolithic
system model implementation) which points to the single implementation file or archive in e.g. a
(versioned) file or source code repository.
Another approach would be using a co-simulation or hardware-and-software-in-the-loop environment
where different component models or controller function implementations are run in their own
simulator and the interaction between the different component models is orchestrated using a cosimulation or hardware-and-software-in-the-loop environment. In that case the implementation of the
system model consists of code and declarative configuration information written for a dedicated cosimulation or hardware-and-software-in-the-loop environment, which provides the glue between the
different component model implementations and the simulation environment. Also this type of code
can be stored in an archive file or source code repository but has a different type as depicted in Figure
2-7.

Figure 2-7:

Implementation workflow for Co-Simulation based system model
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The only difference in Figure 2-7 is that the implementation task now produces an implementation of a
different type (e.g. a co-simulation setup).
The notion of “Test System Model” in context of the SmILES methodology could be quite diverse.
Besides having a test system model as tool for the evaluation of some “behaviour” of a system by
simulation, a test system model could also include optimization components for e.g. performing a
simulation driven optimization. The structure of SDIP will not distinguish between these diverse types of
test system model implementation but will be generic enough to describe the results of working with
both types of environments.

2.3

Experimentation and Analysis Phase

The following diagram shows the main elements of the “Experimentation and Analysis Phase”.

Figure 2-8:

Workflow for the “Experimentation and Analysis Phase”

The experimentation part is the equivalent to performing experiments in an experimental setup, e.g. the
experimenter will run concrete simulations and / or optimizations by first configuring the static
parameters of the model implementation and then starting the implemented “Test System Model
Implementation” by using the corresponding execution environment (in the monolithic case a tool like
Matlab, or Dymola, in a co-simulation setup as co-simulation using an appropriate co-simulation
platform). The running model implementation will then fetch needed test data from configured input
files or input sources (could be services providing the data) dynamically while running. The output of the
simulation or optimization run will then be saved to output files or more generic to output sources.
Typically, an experimenter will perform different simulation or optimization runs (see task “Simulation /
Optimization” in Figure 2-8) with different configurations and/or different test data according to a
defined “Test Case Specification”. The SDIP platform will allow collecting the results of several
simulation / optimization runs into either the same or several result objects (output object of type
“Simulation Results” in Figure 2-8). The information stored for one simulation result would consist of the
input configuration and runtime parameter settings used for this special run, the feed in “input data”
according to the corresponding “Test Case Specification” and the “output data” generated by the
simulation or optimization run. The data will be collected together with some metadata about whom
and when the simulation was performed, and which “Test Case Specification” was used. Also
performance metric data about the simulation could be added, if available.
After simulation or optimization runs have been performed, in a “Visualization / Analysis” task, the data
could be analysed. Results of this can be collected in one or more result documents, such as e.g. “Best
Practice Documents” on best configurations for e.g. tuning storage in a certain system configuration and
the like. The result documents can then be stored in SDIP and are associated with the corresponding
“Simulation / Optimization” result objects of the related simulation / optimization runs of the system
model.
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2.4

Information objects related to the abstract SmILES Workflow

The description of the workflow as described in the former sub-chapters can be instantiated within SDIP
by using the following information objects.

Figure 2-9:

Basic information objects for the description of a workflow

Main elements of the description of a workflow in SDIP are information objects of type “Workflow”,
“Phase”, “Task” and “InputOutputType”. They all extend the base class “BasicSDIPContent”, which is the
main base class for all SDIP content objects. Therefore, they inherit basic information attributes of this
generic object type, e.g. “id”, “name”, “title”, “short-description”, “description” and “icon”.
Beside this, a “BasicSDIPContent” object and therefore all other object types in the above diagram are
also linked to and inherit further metadata from Liferay related objects, because the Liferay portal
server is used for SDIP implementation. To not overcomplicate the SmILES related information models,
Liferay object structures are not further described in the above UML diagram (or others presented in the
next chapter). Liferay in general will provide further information about SDIP information objects, e.g.
information about the user, who created the object, creation date, last update or modification of an
object, “keywords” and “tags” associated with objects, relations to other “objects” and more.
Additionally, Liferay will also provide functionality for handling content objects which are all inherited to
SDIP objects too. E.g., because Liferay provides versioning of information objects, every SDIP object has
versioning too. Likely, Liferay allows defining, which object can be changed by which person or group,
etc. For more information on these additional Liferay provides features of SDIP information objects, see
related Liferay documentation.
As can be seen from Figure 2-9, a “Workflow” consists of a set of tasks (see relation “taskList”) and a set
of input-ouput types (see relation “inputOutputs”), which define abstract “input” and “output”
information objects of tasks described by an “InputOutput” object. The relation “outputs” going from a
Task object to zero or more “InputOutput” objects define the “output” objects which will be created as
results of performing a certain task. The relation “inputs” likely define input objects which are needed
for performing a certain task. Note, that according to the behaviour of a workflow an “output” of one
task can be an “input” to another task.
For structuring workflows into several phases, Task and InputOutput objects can be assigned to different
phases. While tasks can only be associated with one phase, the same InputOutput object can be present
in different phases, because they are providing the interfaces through which information objects flow
from one phase to another.
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3

Projects and associated workflow instance data

The results of performing complex system simulation projects according to the SmILES workflow defined
in the preceding chapter can be managed within SDIP in context of one more projects which perform
tasks aligned to the workflow. The UML diagram in Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden
werden. shows the basic data model that SDIP uses for storing information about such projects and
their associated results.

Figure 3-1

UML entity model describing how results of tasks are stored in SDIP in project context

Users of the underlying Liferay server used for hosting the SDIP platform, which have the necessary
project management permissions, can set up a new “system simulation and analysis” project in Liferay,
which creates a data object within SDIP of type “Project”, that is the central place for managing and
storing project results within SDIP. The project creator typically assigns project partners to such an
project as Liferay organization objects (involvedPartners) and creates users belonging to this
organization (belongsTo) which can then be assigned to perform certain tasks (relation “assignedTo”) in
context of the project. Liferay “User” and “Organization” objects allow an project manager in SDIP to
give users permissions for performing certain tasks within SDIP, e.g. to create new objects of type
“ResultObject” and link them as results to project tasks. These administrative functionalities depend on
standard Liferay administration functionality which is depicted in the above UML diagram by objects of
type “Organization” and “User” which have a different colour within Figure 3-1. For more information
about organization and user handling in Liferay, please see the Liferay documentation.
The creation of a new system analysis and simulation project of type “Project” will generate a project
overview page, which instantiates the SmILES methodology workflow described in the last chapter as a
task list (e.g. a kind of To-Do list) listing all tasks as defined by the workflow. The To-Do list items of a
project are of type “ProjectTask” and are instances (see the relation “instanceOf”) of an abstract task of
the workflow (i.e. a “Task” object such as “Define System Configuration”). To-Do list items will allow
users with appropriate permissions to add “result objects” (objects of type “ResultObject”) and mark the
task as done, when all results are available. This will attach one or more objects of type “ResultObject”
to a project task. While assigning a result to a project task, the users can also list already existing result
objects, which were used as input objects for performing the task. After assignment, the web page will
list corresponding input and output objects beside the task performed. Thus, the project overview page
will provide a concise overview showing which tasks have been performed, which results are available
and were used as input for performing tasks. Note that input result objects can also come from other
projects, if the permissions given to projects allow this.
“ResultObject” is the base class for creating results objects. The creation links for tasks typically point to
a subtype of “ResultObject” as defined in the methodological workflow by the “InputOutput” types
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assigned to a task. E.g. for a project task as instance of the methodological task “Define System
Configuration”, the “InputOutput” type will be “SystemConfiguration”, and therefore the creation link
for adding a result to the task will create an SDIP “ResultObject” of subtype “SystemConfiguration”. The
following UML diagram shows that for each “InputOutput” type, SDIP defines a corresponding subtype
of “ResultObject”.

Figure 3-2:

Subtypes of “ResultObject” within SDIP

The subtype-specific structure of the “ResultObject” subtypes are defined according to their semi-formal
description format, which was defined in other SmILES work packages and described as parts of
respective deliverables. The following table copied from Deliverable 4.3 gives a compact overview in
which deliverable further information about the corresponding subtype and its semi-formal structure
can be found.
Note also, that there are dependencies between different result types. E.g. a concrete “Use Case” can
point to one or more system configurations, where the use case can be instrumented. A test case
typically “tests” some property or behaviour of a system in context of a certain “use case”. Most test
cases point to some data, which will be used as input data, when the test gets executed by using a
concrete test system model implementation. A test system model implementation is implemented
analogue to an availabe infrastructure defined in a system configuration, uses some component model
implementations, is build according to a test system specification, and addresses some test cases
belonging to one or more use cases. All these kind of relations should be respected within the data
model for the different result types.
Table 1: Basic result types of the PreCISE approach according to Deliverable D4.3

Test Applications

Documentation of …

Documented
in

Type of information

Examples

use case

desired dynamic behaviour of the
entire system

optimal storage operation,
consumption reduction, peak
shaving

D3.1

test case

specific implementation of a use-case
for an assessment according to a test
objective

evaluate performance of peak
shaving using a PV surplus and
batteries on a sunny day

D3.2
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Reference Descriptions
Modelling and Optimization

test specification

defines how the TC’s object under
investigation is embedded in a specific
test system

define load profiles of PV
systems and loads and specify
expected controller response

D4.3

system configuration

static system data

line impedances, network
topology, nameplate data

D2.2

control function

extrinsic dynamic behaviour
individual system parts

of

solar MPP tracker, constant
flow pump, energy market

D3.2

input data

exogenous influence on the system
and its components

weather data, EV driving
patterns, energy prices

D3.2

component model

Intrinsic dynamic behaviour of the
system and its components

thermal storage, heat pump,
battery, substation

D4.1

key performance
indicator

provide a measure of performance for
a certain system or component

district heat import, costs of
electricity consumption

D4.2

objective function

maps values of one or more variables
onto a real number, intuitively
representing some associated "cost"

minimization of operation
costs,
maximization
of
exported exergy

D4.2

The following subchapter will show the SDIP data model of these subtypes in more detail.

3.1

System Configuration

In this section, we describe the data model of a system configuration. This model is a set of classes
(often defining sub-sections of the description), linked by relationships. It organizes the elements of a
system configuration and standardizes how they are related to each other. In other words, this model
refers to an abstract formalization of the objects and relationships found in a system configuration
description.

Figure 3-3: Basic informational structure of a System Configuration Description in SDIP

As depicted in Figure 3-3, a System Configuration Description inherits from the base class
BasicSDIPContent as all other SDIP information elements. This already provides basic information about
e.g. the “name” of the element, information about the version or information about the author. The
details section (SCDetails) groups the specific description aspects of a System Configuration into the
subsections “GeneralDescription”, “ElementsConnections” and a list of element descriptions
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(ElementDescription). These subparts have a list-like structure (which could be represented as a table)
which is defined by a list of specific properties assigned to the corresponding subpart which define
smaller sections or phrases of the subsections. The following tables describe the properties (e.g.
subsections / paragraphs / phrases) which are assigned to the corresponding subpart.

General Description Properties
Property Name

Type

Context Description

HTML

Key Figures

List<Property>

Key Words

HTML

Climate Conditions

HTML

Geographical Characteristics

HTML

The general description part contains the properties “Context Description”, “Key Figures”, “Climate
Conditions” and “Geographical Conditions” which can contain longer HTML descriptions describing the
System Configuration in general, i.e. the associated climate conditions, main aspects of the geographical
area where the System Configuration is hosted and key performance parameter of the System
Configuration. The “Key Figures” property is a tabular listing of data properties of structured type
DataProperty (see the result object Data). Elements of a DataProperty object have a name, which is the
name of a physical property or variable, a short description of their meaning, a type such as String, long,
integer, and a value, and describe key performance properties of the System Configuration, such as
“maximum power consumption / production”, “size of area” and the like. Currently, there is no predefined list of such properties, but this could be compiled from the concrete examples.
The element descriptions subsection (ElementDescriptions) contains a list of descriptions of all technical
components available within the System Configuration. Each component description contains a short
overview description of this element (ElementDescription) describing its basic characteristics. An
ElementDescription is composed out of the properties in the following table.

Element Description Properties
Property Name

Type

ID

String

Level

String

Component Name

String

Parent class

String

Contained in

String

Functionality Purpose

String

Interfaces

HTML

Physical characteristics

HTML

Number of elements in SC

Integer
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The ID is the unique ID of the element within the System Configuration as also shown in the System
Breakdown Graphic which is associated with the System via the relatedGraphics relation. The System
Breakdown organizes the components into a hierarchical tree whereas the Level property defines on
which hierarchy level the component is situated. The “Parent class” defines the parent node of the
component within this hierarchy. Contrarily, the “Contained in” property defines which other
component contains this component as sub-component. The functional purpose is described by the
property “Functional Purpose” as a short summary string. The interface description property
“Interfaces” contains a list of short descriptions of interfaces exposed by this component to other
components while “Physical characteristics” contains a short summary description of the physical
system characteristics of the component related to its functionality within the energy system
configuration. Finally, “Number of elements in SC” denotes, how many copies of this component are
contained within the System Configuration.
The “ElementConnections” subsection of the System Configuration description describes the connection
between the components within the System Configuration. It contains a list of “ElementConnection”
descriptions which are structured according to the properties summarized in the following table.

Element Connection Properties
Property Name

Type

Name

String

ID

String

Type of exchange

String

From

List<Element>

To

List<Element>

Comment

HTML

Each element connection has a Name and ID. The “Type of exchange” defines which type of energy will
be exchanged via the connection (E.g. “Electrical energy”, “Thermal energy”, “Gas”). A description of
which components are connected with which other components by the connection can be given either
in a more structured way by defining “From” and “To” elements and/or by explaining it in HTML text in a
more unstructured way in the “Comment” property.
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Figure 3-4: Web page showing System Configuration description in SDIP

Figure 3-4 shows how the information of the information model of a System Configuration will be used
to display the information as part of a System Configuration web page within SDIP. The information from
the base class BasicSDIPContent and the “GeneralDescription” subsection will be used to generate the
name row on top and compile an overview part which is shown at the upper left of the screenshot
under the name row. The overview part is composed of information about the authors and
organizations responsible for the System Configuration description and the “Key words” which are part
of BasicSDIPContent, and then the properties “Key figures”, “Climate conditions” and “Geographical
characteristics” of the “GeneralDescription” part. The “Context Description” of “GeneralDescription” is
used to compile the “Short Description” part on the upper right sight of the web page. The links to
relatedGraphics are used for generating a slideshow of those images which is placed underneath the
short description on the web page of a System Configuration. Finally, all information of the SCDetails
section of a System Configuration are compiled into an accordion menu at the bottom of the web page
which allows to open or close the different information sections “Meta Data”, “General Description”,
“System breakdown”, “Graphical representations of SC”, “Elements descriptions” and “Element
connections” as needed by the user.

3.2

Use Case

In this section, the conceptual data model for a Use Case description as depicted by Figure 3-5 is
described.
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Figure 3-5:

SDIP information model for Use Case description

As is the case with System Configuration and all other SDIP information elements, the Use Case
description also inherits basic information attributes form the BasicSDIPContent class. This defines also
already related graphical content via the relatedGraphics relation. The section
GraphicalRepresentationofUseCase just points to a list of such related graphical presentations of the use
case. Beside this, the details part (UCDetails) of the Use Case description contains further description
parts “DescriptionOfUseCase”, “TechnicalDetails” and “StepByStepToAnalyseUseCase”, which are
structured according to a list of properties as is the case with System Configuration.
The properties of the DesriptionOfUseCase section are summarized in the following table.

DescriptionofUseCase Properties
Property Class

Type

System Configuration

String

Scope

HTML

Objectives

String

Belongs to use case group

String

Description

HTML

Optimality criteria

List<OptimalityCriteria>

Assumptions

HTML

Prerequisites

HTML

The “System Configuration” property links to the related System Configuration. “Scope” and
“Objectives” define the scope and the objectives of the Use Case. The property “Belongs to use case
group” allows it to group use cases together. The Description property contains an overall description of
the use case while Assumptions define some assumptions and constraints which are posed on the use
case. The “Prerequisites” describes requirements which have to be fulfilled for the use case. Lastly, the
property “Optimality criteria” allows it to define a list of criteria, which could be used for optimization to
find an optimal solution for the use case. Each OptimalityCriteria has an ID, a Name, a description and
reference to the corresponding objective mentioned in the “Objectives” property.
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The TechnicalDetails section describes the technical details from the perspective of each actor class
within the use case. Thus, the TechnicalDetails section consists of a list of “TechnicalDetail” descriptions
which are structured by the properties as defined in the following table.

TechnicalDetail Properties
Property Class

Type

Actor name

String

Actor type

String

Actor description

String

Use Case specific information

String

The “Actor name” property defines the name of an actor class and the “Actor type” the type “Human” or
“System”. The “Actor description” describes the actor class more precisely while the field “Use Case
specific information” details the role of this actor within the use case.
The following table defines the properties of the “StepbyStepToAnalyseUseCase” subsecction. This part
contains a list of step descriptions. Each step description can be described by the following properties.

StepbyStepToAnalyseUseCase Properties
Property Class

Type

Step number

Integer

Event

String

Name of process/ activity

String

Description of process/ activity

String

Service

String

Information producer (actor)

String

Information receiver (actor)

String

Information exchanged (IDs)

String

Requirements ID

String

The “Step number” defines the sequence number of the processing step. Event states what event
triggers this step. “Description of process” describes the activity performed by the step and “Service”
what kind of service is provided. “Information producer”, “Information receiver” and “Information
exchanged” specify which information will be exchanged from which producer to which receiver during
the step execution. The “Requirements ID” field points to requirements which have to be fulfilled so that
this step can be performed.
Typically the step by step description is a detailed description of what is depicted in an UML sequence
diagram which explains the sequence of activities while performing a use case in form of a graphical
diagram.
The following screenshot shows how this information is used in SDIP to show a web page of the use
case. The name of the use case is shown on the top. The short description is shown below at the right
side of the web page. The overview section summarizes basic information about the author, the version
number, and date of creation of the use case and the use case group on the upper left of the web page.
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Figure 3-6:

Example web page compiled from the information model of a Use Case

Finally, all information of the UCDetails section of a Use Case are compiled into an accordion menu at
the bottom of the web page which allows to open or close the different information sections
“DesriptionOfUseCase”,
“GraphicalRepresentationofUseCase”,
“TechnicalDetails”
and
“StepByStepToAnalyseUseCase” as needed by the user.
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3.3

Test Case

The structure of a Test Case is presented in Figure 3-7.

Figure 3-7:

Informational structure of a Test Case in SDIP

An object of type “Test Case” inherits its basic description attributes (e.g. name, AuthorInformation,
Version) from the base class BasicSDIPContent. BasicSDIPContent already provides a link to related
graphical objects (i.e. assets of a certain image media type described by an Asset-object), which are
assigned to the “Test Case” as a set of related graphical objects (Relation “relatedGraphics” in Figure
3-7). Beside this, a “Test Case” description has a Details section, which contains the general description
of the test case as attribute “descriptionText”, and has further subsections which provide a tabular
overview about “Scope and Goals” (ScopeAndGoals), test criteria (TestCriteria) and references to other
needed components for the test (IdentificationOfTestComponent). The textual phrases contained in the
tabular description are defined as generic Properties (Property) which have a property name
(propertyName) and a value object (Value). The following tables list, which properties (e.g. phrases) are
actually defined for which subsection of a Test Case Specification.

ScopeandGoals Properties
Property Class

Type

Test objective

String

Description

String

Used system configuration

String

Used use case

String

The “ScopeandGoals” section defines the properties “Test objective”, “Description”, “Used system
configuration” and “Used use case” which define the objective of the Test Case, describe the test setting
in more details and list which system configuration and which use case are addressed by the test case.

IdentificationofTestComponents Property
Property Class

Type
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System Under Test

Html

Object Under Investigation

String

Function Under Investigation

String

The “IdentificationOfTestComponent” section defines the properties “System under Test”, “Object under
Investigation” and “Function Under Investigation”, which contain more information on the system
settings, the component(s) and the functions of those components that are addressed by the test.

Test Criteria Property
Property Class

Type

Objective Function / Target Metrics

String

Acceptable test result

String

The “TestCriteria” section contains the text passages “Objective Function / Target Metrics” and
“Acceptable test result” which define more precisely performance metrics which can be used to verify
that the test successfully has tested a given function. Additionally, in “Acceptable test result” foreseen
good test results can be described in more details.

Figure 3-8:

Web page in SDIP showing a Test Case

Figure 3-8 shows how a web page showing a Test Case is constructed from this information. At the top of

the web page the name of the Test Case is shown. Below the name an overview section is compiled
containing different important information from several parts of the information model. It lists
information about the author and organization from BasicSDIPContent, the “Test objective”, “Object
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Under Investigation”, “Used System Configuration” and “Used Use Case”. The short description is shown
to the right as in case of the other SDIP information elements. Also, below the slideshow with the
related graphics are shown.
An accordion menu at the bottom lets the user again explore all the detail sections of the test case.

3.4

Control Function Specification

In this section, the SDIP information model of a control function is defined. A Control Function (CF), in
the context of SmILES, is a description of a control algorithm performed in an (embedded) control
system or controller (or an aspect thereof) which, together with the inherent physical properties of the
system itself, defines how the controller controls the technical system in response to dynamic input.
Control functions may take the form of mathematical functions, such as e.g. transfer functions or
descriptions of a stochastic process, or they may be best described by an algorithm. These different
forms require different description options. As a result, some of the sections of the document are
optional because their content does not apply to all descriptions. This is indicated at the beginning of
each section. Optional sections should be left blank, rather than being deleted entirely, in order to
preserve the consistency of section numbers. Sections marked as mandatory must be filled in every
case.
The SDIP informational model of a Control Function is shown in Figure 3-9. As is the case with the other
descriptions, the Control Function description also inherits from BasicSDIPContent and relates to assets
with the relation relatedGraphics. The Details section contains the description parts
“FunctionalDescription”, “Terminology”, “MethodologyOrTheory”, “InputAndOutput”, “Limitation”,
“Embedding”, “DeterministicStochasticFunctions” and “UseCases”. The “FunctionalDescription” details
the functional aspects of the Control Function in more detail and the Terminology and
MethodologyOrTheory sections explain terminology used and the corresponding methodology or
theory. The “InputAndOutput” section contains a table with input and output variables which are input
or output of the control function according to the data model of “DataProperty” (see the section for
Data objects). The Limitation section details conditions under which control works or contrarily don’t
work. Similarily, the “DeterministicStochasticFunctions” section describes if the control operates in a
deterministic way or uses stochastic methodology. The Embedding description defines how the control
function can be embedded into the technical environment. Finally, the “UseCase” section defines how
the Control Function can be instrumented in a Use Case scenario.

Figure 3-9:

Informational structure of a Control Function description in SDIP

The use case scenario description is structured into sub-parts which are defined in the following table.

Use Case Property
Property Class

Type

Use case example

String

Actor

String
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Description

String

Preconditions

String

Postconditions

String

Priority

String

Frequency of use

String

Normal course

String

Exceptions

String

Assumptions

String

Notes and issues

String

The property “Use case example” defines the usage scenario and Actor a corresponding actor which
performs the control. Preconditions and Postconditions define some pre- and post-conditions for using
the control function in the mentioned use case. Priority describes how much priority the Control
Function should have in context of other related control operations. The “Frequency of use” defines how
often at what conditions the control function should be instrumented. “Normal course” describes the
normal operation of the Control Function while Exceptions contains advice how to act in case of
“exceptional behavior” of the controlled system. Assumptions describe assumptions that were made for
arriving at the control function. Further information can be given in the “Notes and issues” property.

Figure 3-10: Informational structure of a Control Function description in SDIP
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Figure 3-10 shows how the informational structure of a Control Function is shown in a corresponding
SDIP web page. The name of the Control Function is shown on top. Below on the left a short overview
block shows the author and organization name, version number and creation date derived from
BasicSDIPContent. Also the “Methodology” description is shown in the overview part. Below is a block
with the input and output parameters as described in the InputOutput section. As always, the main
description of the Control Function is shown on the right. Because there are no related graphics a
related documents section is shown below the short description.
At the end of the page, the accordion menu with all the details section is shown as already described for
the other result descriptions.

3.5

Component Model Specification

The informational model of a Component Model Specification is shown in Figure 3-11. It also inherits
from BasicSDIPContent and therefore inherits the relations for “relatedDocuments” and
“relatedGraphics”. The Details section of a “Component Model Specification” contains sub-sections
“Classification”, “MathematicalModel” and “Testing”. Their descriptions are structured by properties
assigned to this sub-sections which are defined in the tables following Figure 3-11.

Figure 3-11: Informational structure of a Control Function description in SDIP

The Classification sub-section structures its information according to the properties defined in the
following table Classification Properties.

Classification Properties
Property Class

Type

Domain

String

Intended application

String

Modelling of spatial aspects

String

Model dynamics

String

Model of computation

String

Functional representation

String

The “Domain” defines the class of the component. Domain specifications are e.g. “Thermal storage”,
“Electrical storage”, “Energy conversion device” and the like. The “Intended application” property gives a
short summary description of the intended application of the component, e.g. “Optimization of the
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overall energy costs with maximizing the usage of own renewable energy production”. The “Modelling of
spatial aspects” property defines the spatial aspects of the component by e.g. values like “Discretized
(single device)” or “Lumped (single device)”. The “Model dynamics” property can have values such as
“Quasi-static” which describes the time resolution of the model regarding dynamic effects. The “Model
of computation” property could have values of e.g. “Time-continuous”, or “Event-based”. The
“Functional representation” could be e.g. “Explicit” or “Implicit”.
The following table defines the paragraph sections/phrases of the MathematicalModel sub-section.

MathematicalModel Properties
Property Class

Type

Input variables

List<DataProperty>

Output variables

List<DataProperty>

Parameters

List<DataProperty>

Internal variables

List<DataProperty>

Internal constants

List<DataProperty>

Model equations

HTML

Boundary conditions

HTML

Graphical representation

URL

The “Input variables” section defines the input variables which are used in the mathematical model
while the “Output variables” section defines the output variables used by the mathematical model. The
“Parameters” section contains definitions of configuration parameters which can be initially set for the
mathematical model. Likewise, the “Internal variables” section defines variables and “Internal contants”
constants used internally within the mathematical model. Finally, the mathematical model is described
in the HTML block “Model equations” using MathML or a similar language.

Testing Properties
Property Class

Type

Narrative

String

Test system configuration

String

Inputs and parameters

String

Control function

String

Initial system state

String

Temporal resolution

Html

Evolution of system state

String

Results

Html
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The “Testing” sub-section details information used to verify if an implementation of a Component
Model Specification addresses the specification well. The “Narrative” phrase will describe the aim of the
test, while “Test system configuration” will define the experimental setup for an adequate test. “Inputs
and parameters” define adequate input data and the corresponding configuration parameter settings
for the test. Likely, “Initial system state” defines what state the component should have at the beginning
of the test. “Evolution of system state” and Results describe, how the system should move through
different states according to the test and what final results are expected for a comparison.
Figure 3-12 shows, how SDIP uses the above described information model to compile web pages
showing Component Model Specifications. As usual, the name will be displayed on top of the page.
Below at the left side is the overview part, which list author and author organization information, the
Domain, Intended application, Modelling of spatial aspects, Model dynamics, Model of computation und
Functional representations from the Classification part. The description is shown as usual on the right
side. Underneath, the images from “relatedGraphics” are shown in the slideshow viewer. Information
about the input and output variables and parameters of the model specification are shown on the left
side in a separate information blocks. Underneath are links to related documents.

Figure 3-12: Web page of a Component Model Specification in SDIP

Finally, all sub-sections of the Details section are shown as accordion menu at the bottom of the page as
is the case for other results objects.

3.6

Test System Model Specification

Figure 3-13 shows the information model of a Test System Model Specification. A Test System Model is a
system model which is used to perform concrete simulation runs for validating a certain use case.
Therefore, it needs a certain system model implementation which integrates the infrastructure to
actually perform the wanted tests. A Test System Model Specification is a specification of such a test
system.
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Figure 3-13: SDIP information model of a Test System Model Specification

As usally, the TestSystemModelSpecification inherits from BasicSDIPContent and therefore also provides
links to relatedGraphics (shown in Figure 3-13) and relatedDocuments (not shown in the Figure). The
Details section is sub-structured into the sections “TestSystem” and “GeneralSimulationSetup” which
itself is split into a list of sub-section paragraphs / phrases according to the following property lists.

TestSystem Properties
Property Class

Type

Specific Test System

HTML

Test and Output Parameters

HTML

Test Design

HTML

The sub-section “Specific Test System” describes the overall structure of the test system. “Test and
Output Parameters” defines input, output and configuration parameters of the test system and their
meaning when performing the tests. “Test Design” gives an overview about how the tests are designed.

GeneralSimulationSetup Properties
Property Class

Type

Component Models

HTML

Initial System State

String

Temporal Resolution

String

Evolution of System State and Test
Signals

String

Stopping Criteria

String

Storage of Data

String

The “Component Models” paragraph sub-section / phrase links to the component models used within
the test system. It mainly contains links to the corresponding component model specifications. The
“Initial System State” phrase defines the initial system state and “Temporal Resolution” the time
resolution of the test system model. “Evolution of System State and Test Signals” describes how the test
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system model moves forward through the (single) steps of executing the model according to certain test
signals. The “Stopping Criteria” phrase defines the stop conditions under which the model terminates its
execution. Finally, “Storage of Data” contains information how data should be stored by a model
implementation.
Figure 3-14 shows how this information is used for structuring a web page showing a “Test System
Model Specification”. The name of the “Test System Model Specification” is shown at the top. Below
there is the overview block on the left side with information about author/organization, links to the
contained components models, test parameter setting and input and output parameters used and
measured. The description is as usually at the right side with the slideshow of graphical presentations
below.
Finally at the bottom, the accordion menu with all the sub-sections of Details can be found.

Figure 3-14: Web page of a Test System Model Specification in SDIP

3.7

Component Model Implementation

Figure 3-16 shows the information model of a Component Model Implementation description. It
describes a certain implementation of a Component Model Specification. There can be several
implementations of the same Component Model Specification which are described in SDIP, which e.g.
use different simulation tools and different modelling languages.
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Figure 3-15: Web page of a Test System Model Specification in SDIP

The Component Model Implementation information model also inherits from BasicSDIPContent and has
links to related graphics and related documents. Furthermore, there is an implementation description
related to the source code (descriptionText field in SourceCode) which optionally points to assets which
could provide the binary and/or source files of the implementation. If the source code or binary model is
not available, the description text will alternatively provide contact information. The information model
also provides a link to the corresponding Component Model Specification which is implemented by this
model implementation. The Overview section provides text phrases that describe the implementation in
more detail, define the used “ModelOFComputation” and a description of the simulation setup
(SimulationDescription). Finally, it mentions which Simulation Environment or modelling language was
used for the implementation (SimulationTool phrase)
Figure 3-16 shows how this information will be used for the generation of web pages describing
Component Model Implementations.

Figure 3-16: Web page of a Component Model Implementation in SDIP

As can be seen from the figure, the overview display block on the left side of the web page shows
information about author/organization, links to the corresponding Component Model Specification and
otherwise contains fields from the overview section, e.g. “Model of computation”, “Simulation
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description” and “Simulation tool”. Below there are links on related documents derived from the
relatedDocuments relation. Beneath this, an HTML block shows information about availability of the
source code and/or the binary implementation of the model. On the right side of the page the
description of the Component Model Implementation and underneath a slideshow with related graphics
are shown.
Contrary to other descriptions, there is no accordion menu below these parts.

3.8

Test System Model Implementation

Figure 3-17 shows the information model for a Test System Model Implementation. This is the
description of a certain implementation of a Test System Model specified in a Test System Model
Specification. The information model TestSystemModelImplementation inherits from BasicSDIPContent
and therefore contains links to related graphical descriptions but also to the source or binary code if
that was made available via SDIP. Otherwise also the description of a Test System Model
Implementation is structured differently as other result objects because it doesn’t contain a detail
section with sub-sections.

Figure 3-17: SDIP information model for a Test System Model Implementation

Instead it summarizes main information fields under the Overview section and contains links to the
corresponding Test System Model Specification, related Test Cases, Use Cases, the related System
Configuration and the Component Model Implementations used for implementing the Test System
Model. The Overview section contains the fields’ descriptionText, TestParameters, InitialState,
ImplementationApproach and TemporalResolution, which i.e. provide information about the test system
in general, the configuration parameters of the test system, its initial state, the temporal resolution of
the model implementation and the implementation approach chosen.
Figure 3-18 shows how a web page showing information about a Test System Model Implementation is
structured. This page consists of a larger overview column on the left side, where beside
author/organization information main fields from the overview section of the data model are shown.
First links to the Component Model Implementation used by the Test Model Implementation are shown.
Then, there are information about the “Implementation approach”, “Test Parameter”, input and output
parameters, initial state and temporal resolution of the implementation listed. The lower part of the
overview block contains links to the corresponding System Configuration, related Test Cases and Related
Use Cases.
On the right side, the implementation description, a slideshow with related graphics and information
about the availability of the source and/or binary code of the model are shown including contact
information.
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Figure 3-18: Web page of a Test System Model Implementation in SDIP

3.9

Simulation Results

The SDIP description of simulation results groups information / results of executing a Test Model
Implementation using the data from a certain Test Case together for easy access and analysis. The
information model of a Simulation Results Description is shown in Figure 3-19.

Figure 3-19: SDIP information model for describing Simulation Results

As is the case with other result objects, it inherits from BasicSDIPContent and links to related documents
and graphics. It also links to the Data descriptions of the data which was used as test data for
performing the simulation and to the Test System Model Implementation which was used for executing
the simulation. A LongDescription section contains a longer discussion of the results including references
to graphical representations of the results (curves and the like). The simulation setup used for actually
performing the simulation is summarized by text phrases contained in the section SimulationSetup. It
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contains a short descriptionText of the setup, the duration of the simulation (SimulationDuration), the
initial starting point (StartPoint), the Objective function (ObjectiveFunction) and key performance
indicator (KeyPerformanceIndicator) used, if the test system model implementation performs an
optimization. Also the initial simulation state (InitialSimulationState) and the stop criteria
(StoppingCriteria) are mentioned.
Figure 3-20 shows an SDIP web page with Simulation Results. Below the name of the results description,
the simulation setup is shown on the left side. It contains author/organization information coming from
BasicSDIPContent followed by the information fields contained in SimulationSetup, i.e. it lists
information about the objective function and key performance indicators used, contain information
about the simulation duration, the initial simulation state, the stop criteria and starting point. The short
description of the simulation results is shown at the upper right of the web page. Information about the
used test system model implementation and test data can be found underneath. Finally, at the bottom
of the page a longer description of all results is displayed including the display of corresponding
graphical result presentations as slideshow.

Figure 3-20: Web page showing Simulation Results
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3.10

Analysis Results

For answering scientific questions related to a certain use case, several simulation / optimization runs
instrumenting test cases were performed with corresponding test simulation models

Figure 3-21: Information structure of an Analysis Result in SDIP

The results of these simulations were then compiled into Simulation Result description in SDIP. As one
last work step for answering scientific questions related to the use case, the single results can now be
analyzed again as group of results to draw some from all the single results. Results of such an
overarching analysis of several simulation / optimization runs are stored in SDIP in an Analysis Result
description. It can contain “Best Practice” rules derived from the different simulations / optimization
runs on e.g. sizing storages within a system or using an appropriate control algorithm for guaranteeing a
foreseen functional behavior of the system.

Figure 3-22: Web page of an Analysis Result description in SDIP

The SDIP information model for Analysis Result is shown in Figure 3-21 and is quite simple. As usual it
derives from BasisSDIPContent and has therefore relations to related graphics and documents.
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Otherwise, it links to the Simulation Result descriptions which were analyzed for deriving the presented
conclusions. Otherwise, it only contains HTML text containing the conclusions drawn.
The resulting web page is shown in Figure 3-22. The web page has a short overview block on the left side
under the name of the Analysis Result description with author and organization information derived
from BasicSDIPContent. Furthermore, the overview links to all Simulation Result descriptions which
were used for drawing the conclusions. Below is a HTML block which contains links to related
documentation. On the left side a slideshow with related graphics is shown which illustrate important
results. The conclusion text is located at the bottom of the page and can itself also contain images to
related graphics and the like.

3.11

Data

Data description objects in SDIP serve as a place for documenting data and linking actually to the
corresponding data sources either as files or as provided by a remote service. The information model for
a Data description in SDIP is shown in Figure 3-23.

Figure 3-23: Information model of a Data description in SDIP

A Data description derives from BasicSDIPContent and therefore also links to related graphical assets
and related documents. It also contains a link section (dataLink) which contains information about
where the corresponding data can be found, and optionally links either to a file with the data which is
stored as Asset in SDIP or alternatively contains an URL for accessing the data e.g. in a remote data
service (e.g. the time series data service of the GDS infrastructure).
The Data description contains more information about the meaning and structure of the data in a
MetaData section. A descriptionText of this section provides more information about the meaning of the
data, e.g. the type of data, time horizon, its origin, or foreseen usage. A list of DataProperty descriptions
provides information about the structure of the data as a set of DataProperty columns. Each
DataProperty description assigns a name to a property (e.g. column can be seen as a physical or
chemical property, e.g. “temperature”), a description of the meaning of the column, a unit, which is the
unit of the data in this column and values for min-max boundaries of the data (if definable). Additionally,
the Data description contains links to other results objects (ResultObject as superclass) in SDIP (e.g. a
Test Case, Component or System Model) which use the data, if there are any.
Figure 3-24 shows the web page of a Data description in SDIP.
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Figure 3-24: Web page of a Data description in SDIP

The web page of a data description in SDIP contains the name of the data description on top of the
page. Below on the left side is an HTML block which lists important MetaData information primarily
derived from the MetaData section of the information model. It contains information about the author
and organization providing the Data description derived from BasicSDIPContent. Then, it displays links
to other results objects which use the data, if there are any. At the bottom of the MetaData overview a
table of the data columns are displayed. Each row in this table details a column in the data file or service
by i.e. listing the name of the column - typically related to a physical quantity” or variable name for this
property contained in the column (e.g. “Time”, “Pdemand”, “Psource_max”) -, a short description of its
meaning, the unit of the property value, and minimum and maximum boundaries of the value, if there
are any. This information is extracted from the respective metadata within data files according to the
SmILES data file format or from the master data model of a time series within the GDS service which
also describes the semantic of time series entries within the time series service. Underneath the
overview section is the DataLink section which gives information how to access the actual data either as
data file or via a link to a service.
The right side of a Data web page contains the overall description text, and if the data is directly
available via service or file in SDIP, an interactive visualization of the data is displayed on the lower right.
The data visualization web component can show data as line curves with different colours and provides
some basic features such as panning, zooming within the data. A user can also hover over the data curve
to find out precise values for a given time point. Furthermore, the web component allows saving the
diagram as image file or downloading a curve as csv file.
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4

Summary and Outlook

This document summarizes the work conducted in task T6.2 of work package WP6 of the SmILES project.
It formalizes the notion of data management objects that are needed for the implementation of the
data management and user interface layer of the Shared Data and Information Platform (SDIP) as part of
the SmILES web portal. In Chapter 2 informational aspects of the SmILES workflow are described and the
overall information structure for storing and handling the workflow presentation within SDIP are
presented. Therefore, informational structures for workflow phases, workflow tasks and the abstract
description of inputs and outputs of tasks were defined. Chapter 3 covers the informational structure of
all objects in SDIP which are used to store the results of concrete sample projects according to the input
and outputs of the workflow tasks. E.g. it defines formal information structures for System
Configuration, Use Case, Test Case, Component Model Specification, Test System Model Specification or
Implementation. It also illustrates how the structure of those information objects is used in SDIP to
generate web pages presenting the information to the user.
The information models described in this document were instrumented in the storage layer of the SDIP
platform by creating structural content management objects and asset types with according metadata
which can be directly managed by using the content and asset management interfaces of the Liferay
server which is the runtime platform of the SmILES web portal. Further information about the
implementation of the data layer using the informational structures as defined in this document can be
found in Deliverable D6.3-6.4.
In another task, the web based user interface of SDIP was developed which uses the informational
structure defined in this document to automatically creating web pages which present the information
to the user as already illustrated within this document. How the user interface actually constructs these
web pages is explained in further detail in D6.6 which describes SDIP as a whole.
Final work will iteratively refine the informational structures according to new needs within the project
or beyond.
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